St Lawrence C of E Primary School Year One - English Units – with suggestions
Narrative

Suggested Final
Written Outcome

Non - Fiction

Suggested Final
Written Outcome

Poetry
Suggested Final
Written Outcome

Topic Links

Autumn Term
Stories with predictable
phrasing
Write simple sentences using
patterned language, words and
phrases taken from familiar
stories
Labels, Lists
and Captions
(short unit – 1
week)
Write labels
and sentences
for an in-class
role play area –
e.g. castle.

Recount

Write simple
first person
recounts
based
on personal
experience,
using
adverbs
of time to aid
sequencing.

Rhyming Poems
Read, write and perform simple
rhyming poems, looking at patterns
and rhythm – link to music.

Telescope From the Moon
Seasonal Changes

Take One
Book

Topic based
planning
using a text
as a stimulus
(‘Take One
Book’):
allowing a
wider creative
freedom and
an enhanced
opportunity to
focus on the
‘reading for
pleasure’
element of
the
curriculum.
One book is
chosen, and
from this, a
variety of
outcomes
linked with
units already
covered in
the term. Use
this approach
for
assessment
opportunities.

Spring Term
Contemporary Fiction –
Stories reflecting children’s
own experiences.
Take One Book
Write a series of sentences to
retell events based on
personal experience.
Topic based
planning using
a text as a
Report
Instructions
stimulus (‘Take
One Book’):
allowing a wider
creative
A simple non- Following
freedom and an
chronological
a practical
enhanced
report with
experience,
opportunity to
a series of
write up the
focus on the
sentences
instructions
‘reading for
to describe
for a simple
pleasure’
aspects of
recipe
element of the
the subject.
curriculum. One
book is chosen,
and from this, a
variety of
Shape Poems
outcomes
linked with units
Read, write and perform
already covered
shape poems based on
in the term. Use
weather to link to topic.
this approach
for assessment
opportunities.

An eye on London
Seasonal Changes

Summer Term
Traditional Tales – Fairy
Tales
Take One Book
Write a retelling of a traditional
stories.

Explanation
s

Report

Draw pictures
to illustrate
a simple
process and
prepare
several
sentences to
support the
explanation

A simple non
chronological
report with
a series of
sentences
to describe
aspects of
the subject.

Poems on a Theme
Link to topic.

Summer Safari
Plants and Animals

Topic based
planning using a
text as a stimulus
(‘Take One Book’):
allowing a wider
creative freedom
and an enhanced
opportunity to
focus on the
‘reading for
pleasure’ element
of the curriculum.
One book is
chosen, and from
this, a variety of
outcomes linked
with units already
covered in the
term. Use this
approach for
assessment
opportunities.

